No-Sew Protective Face Masks:
A Step-by-Step Guide
This tutorial is for informational purposes only. Holy Sews, Inc., does not make any representation or warranties regarding the performance or
effectiveness of the mask design demonstrated here. Any mask created using this design is not intended to be a substitute for Personal Protective
Equipment (PPE). Using this tutorial or mask design does not guarantee that the wearer of any mask or anyone in proximity to the wearer will be
protected from the transmission of COVID-19 or any other infectious disease.
Holy Sews, Inc., hereby disclaims any liability to any party for any direct, indirect, implied, punitive, special, incidental, or other consequential
damages arising directly or indirectly from the use of this PowerPoint tutorial, the mask design demonstrated herein, or any mask created using this
design. This tutorial, mask design, and any mask created using it are provided as is, and without any warranties.

Materials

Tools

ShopTowels,size12”x10”
24-gaugewire
Ribbon/stringforties*

Wirecutter
Scissors
Iron
Hotgluegun andgluesticks
Staplerandstaples
Hammerormallet

*Notes and helpful hints can be found at the end of this presentation.

12 ½ inches in length

10 inches in width

While any shop towel
can be used, we selected
the Scott brand because
the size of each towel is
12 ½ inches long x 10
inches wide.
The length allows more
pleats, and the width is
better suited to fit the
average face size.

Remove entire roll of
shop towels from the
box.

Carefully tear TWO
sheets at a time.
As you tear each set of
two, fold along the
middle perforation as
noted by the blue arrow,
and place aside in a
stack. It is important to
note that the fold will be
at the bottom of the
mask.

Repeat this step until all
towels have been separated.

Place the doubled shop towel on an ironing board. It is
recommended that the fold is kept at the bottom of the
mask.

From the top, fold both layers of
shop towels downward by
approximately 1 inch and press
with a steam iron.

Place the pre-cut wire at the fold.

Secure the wire at the fold using a hot glue gun.
No need to use a lot of glue. At this point, the
goal is to ensure the proper placement of the wire.

Gently press the shop towel, taking care to
secure the wire near the fold. Once the wire is
secure, add more hot glue as needed to
secure the wire and towel into place.

Since the top of the mask is not joined at the
perforation, add just enough hot glue to seal the two
shop towels together. If the towels are not secured into
place, it will make the next steps a bit difficult.

This completes the nose piece.

Make the first pleat by gently pulling the shop
towel upward. Secure the fold just above the
line where the nose piece is encased.

Secure pleat with a steam iron. Note: It is recommended that
you practice a few times with a regular paper towel in order to
get a feel for a good method.

Form the second pleat in the
same manner as the first
pleat.

Once again, secure the pleat with a steam iron.

Repeat the pleat and press motion.

Continue the pleat and press steps

4th pleat…

5th pleat…

The final fold is achieved by simply
bringing the bottom edge up and pressing
it into place. If the towels are separated at the
perforation, It is necessary to secure the two
towels together at the left and right edges. Using
glue along the whole length of the bottom of the
mask affects the quality and final fit of the mask.
It is therefore discouraged.

Fold the edges of the mask toward the
center by about 1-1 ½ inch, and steam
press.
This step helps to expedite the
attachment of the ribbon/string.

Find the center of the tie and
align it with the middle of the
mask side.

Apply hot glue near the fold…

Place the tie directly onto the hot glue…

…then carefully fold the mask
edge toward the center. Press
firmly and pause to allow the
glue to adhere.

Staple the mask to secure the edge of the towels

Generally, this will be about 4 or 5 staples.

Repeat the previous steps to complete the
other side of the mask.

Fold…

Press…

Align center of tie with middle of mask edge.

Apply hot glue

Place the tie into the hot glue, fold
the outside edge toward the center.

Secure the edges with staples.

This is the side of the mask that is worn next to the face.

One last detail, and the mask will be complete!

The final step for completing the
no-sew mask: Use a hammer to
ensure that each of the staples is
bent completely flat against the
outside of the mask.

Notes:
-We have found that the most expedient way to produce these masks is to form an assembly line. A group of 4 or
5 people is quite efficient. How the steps are divided is subjective and can be worked out on an individual basis.
-We have wooden templates for length of wire as well as length of ties.
To make a template for mask ties, simply cut a board with a perimeter of 36 inches. Make a notch in the
board that is wide enough to insert scissors, allowing multiple ties to be cut at the same length.
Follow the same concept for the wire, allowing for approximately 6 inches for the perimeter. The notch in this
template will need to be designed specifically for the size of the wire cutters that will be used.
-We have used a few different types of ties. The final decision for the tie of choice should be determined based upon
for whom the masks are being designed. Mason line is a reasonable choice however, it is recommended to use a
type that is not slippery in nature. Organza ribbon from size 1/8” to 5/8” works well. This type of ribbon is easier
to manipulate by most people and the knots/bow ties do not readily slide. Satin ribbon from about 1/8” to 3/8” of
an inch also works well. We suggest trying various ideas and communicating directly with the recipient in order
to determine which type of tie will best suit their needs.
-We have one person who procures the supplies and prepares the kits. This is important if your group is receiving
funding through grants or donations. It also allows the leader to form a personal relationship with a
supplier/store manager who otherwise might impose limits on the purchase of shop towels.

Notes: (continued)
Each kit includes:
1 box of shop towels --Each box of shop towels contains 200 towels, which produces 100 masks.
A plastic bag containing 200 ties-- Each mask requires 2 ties.
A plastic bag containing 100 wires--The wires are pre-cut in groups of 25, using one of the wires to secure it into a
group—this translates into 4 bundles of wire for each kit
-Once the kits are prepared, they are passed along to another person (or group of people) for distribution to
volunteers. It is highly recommended that new volunteers are given a mask to use as an example, and that their
first few masks are reviewed to eliminate any confusion.

-If your team is assembling for multiple locations, it is recommended that one person is assigned as the
distributor of completed masks. It is also very important that each volunteer liaison communicates with the
same person at each donation location.
-When communicating with hospital procurement managers, please inform them that these masks are NOT
machine washable. They are also not to be dry cleaned. These masks were designed specifically to be
somewhat disposable in order to be used in hospital triage areas.
-Even though these masks are disposable, they are reusable by the SAME person. Simply touch up between uses
with a hot iron if concerned about killing germs. As with any mask, it is a good idea to have several in order to
rotate on a daily-basis.

It is our sincere hope that you find this presentation informative,
and that you can use it as a resource to benefit your community.

If you would like further information about the mission of
Holy Sews, Inc., please visit our website: www.holysews.org

